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Abstract: Typical urban and rural temperature records are essential for the estimation31

and comparison of urban heat island effects in different regions, and the key issues are32

how to identify the typical urban and rural stations. This study tried to analyze the33

similarity of air temperature sequences by using dynamic time warping algorithm34

(DTW) to improve the selection of typical stations. We examined the similarity of35

temperature sequences of 20 stations in Beijing and validated by remote sensing, and36

the results indicated that DTW algorithm could identify the difference of temperature37

sequence, and clearly divide them into different groups according to their probability38

distribution information. The analysis for station pairs with high similarity could39

provide appropriate classification for typical urban stations (FT, SY, HD, TZ, CY, CP,40

MTG, BJ, SJS, DX, FS) and typical rural stations (ZT, SDZ, XYL) in Beijing. We41

also found that some traditional rural stations can’t represent temperature variation in42

rural surface because of their surrounding environments highly modified by43

urbanization process in last decades, and they may underestimate the urban climate44

effect by 1.24℃. DTW algorithm is simple in analysis and application for temperature45

sequences, and has good potentials in improving urban heat island estimation in46

regional or global scale by selecting more appropriate temperature records.47

Key words: urban heat island, air temperature sequences, station selection, urban and48

rural stations49
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1 Introduction52

Urban heat island (UHI) is quantified by the temperature difference between53

urban and rural area with temperature records collected from meteorological stations54

or satellite platforms (Camilloni and Barros 1997; Stewart and Oke 2012; Voogt and55

Oke 2003). A pair of stations in urban and rural region are usually used to delineate56

the situation of surface temperature variation and estimate the magnitude of canopy57

urban heat island, and the accuracy of estimated UHI intensity highly depended on58

whether urban/rural station could represent “real” temperature of urban and rural59

surface (Camilloni and Barros 1997; Stewart and Oke 2012; Voogt and Oke 2003).60



UHI estimations were also different with each other due to urban/rural sites61

identification from different data sources, such as population, night light images and62

land use/cover datasets (He et al. 2007; Mohsin and Gough 2012; Parker 2010), which63

may cause difficulties for UHI comparison across different regions and more64

universal results needed by urban climate research (Oke 2006). Single pair of stations65

for UHI estimation may be quite reasonable for those cities with relative stable city66

limits and rural environment, which didn’t experience rapid urban expansion.67

However, urban development induced by city economy or population increase usually68

resulted in urban expansion and urban morphology change, further modified land69

properties of urban surroundings (Hu et al. 2015; Jia et al. 2015; Normile 2008).70

Uncertainties of local climate estimations would be introduced by inhomogeneous air71

temperature records by such urbanization process (Stewart and Oke 2012; Wu and72

Yang 2013; Yan et al. 2010).73

It is important to identify the bias of UHI estimation induced by the difference of74

representative sites selection (Mohsin and Gough 2012; Stewart and Oke 2012). As75

more and more field meteorological instruments equipped at urban and its76

surroundings, averaged temperature records from multiple stations in typical land77

cover have already been used to quantify UHI (He et al. 2007; Kim and Baik 2005;78

Tan et al. 2010). The temperature from each meteorological station could only79

represent its limited footprint of surface energy variation (He et al. 2013). Therefore,80

local climate zone was proposed to identify more homogeneous surface temperature81

record in urban area for comparing with other rural sites to derive more reasonable82

UHI intensities and historical climate analysis (Stewart and Oke 2012). More physical83

explanation of UHI intensities could be derived from the comparison between the84

common surface and exposure characteristics of the selected field sites in specific85

cities. However, it is not convenient to compare UHI effects across different regions86

based on UHI intensities derived differently. It is still a challenge to derive the more87

representative UHI results by using air temperature data from limited number of88

observation sites.89

Temperature time series provide the possibility of insights for climate trends90



variation, especially the evolution of urban climate. Land surface temperature from91

satellite images also provide detailed spatial characterization of temperature variation92

in difference spatial scales, which has also been widely used in surface UHIs93

estimation (Voogt and Oke 2003; Weng et al. 2004). They are highly correlated to air94

temperature variation and can estimate air temperature for those regions with sparse95

meteorological observation (Vancutsem et al. 2010; Zhu et al. 2013). Therefore,96

satellite-based land surface temperature (LST) is a good reference for examining97

surface thermal conditions of local climate zone, further evaluating whether98

appropriate observation sites included in urban climate analysis. Air temperature and99

LST records could be used to quantify UHI happened in urban canopy and urban100

surface, respectively (Hu et al. 2019). Averaged temperature are usually used to101

quantify UHI intensity to eliminate the possible uncertainties induced by surface102

heterogeneity of meteorological stations (Jin 2012). Local climate zones have defined103

the appropriate region for identifying UHI intensity to compare with each other in104

different cities (Stewart and Oke 2012). In fact, there are similar fluctuations of105

temperature records in local climate zones, and they are helpful in identifying UHI106

effect with appropriate observation records. Rapid urbanization has resulted in many107

meteorological stations suffering from the invasion of man-made infrastructures, then108

inhomogeneous signals will be introduced to temperature records (Yan et al. 2010).109

Subsequently, urban climate effect will be underestimated.110

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is an algorithm for measuring similarity between111

two temporal sequences which may vary in speed, and it has potential in112

distinguishing the temporal similarity of temperature series from local climate zones.113

Therefore, this study tried to use DTW algorithm to improve the accuracy of UHI114

estimation by selecting typical urban and rural station combinations of 20 stations in115

Beijing. The algorithm was also used to verify the inhomogeneous signals among air116

temperature time series for further identifying which one is the best combination of117

observation sites in estimating UHI intensity. Then, we analyzed the possible118

improvement in UHI estimation by using the combination analysis from specific119

multiple-group temperature records.120



2 Methods121

2.1 Dynamic time warping algorithm122

As its advance in automatic recognition and partial shape matching application123

for sequences of different lengths, DTW algorithm has been widely applied to analyze124

the consistency of temporal sequences (Keogh and Pazzani 1999; Wang et al. 2013).125

We can construct an mn matrix for temperature sequences of A and B with length n126

and m respectively:127

ni aaaaaA ,......,,......,,, 321 (1)128

mj bbbbbB ,......,,......,,, 321 (2)129

where the (ith, jth) element of this matrix contains the distance d(i,j) between the130

two points Ai and Bj. In order to derive the optional distance, a warping path W,131

k 2...1,=W    1,max  mnkmn (3)132

, can be conducted for sequences A and B. In order to find the best match or alignment133

between these two sequences, we need to find a path in distance matrix which134

minimizes the total distance between them. The cumulative distance,  ji, , is the135

minimum of the sum of the distances between the individual elements on the path136

divided by the sum of the weighting function, which can be calculated as followed:137

          1,,,1,1,1min,,  jijijiBAdji ji  (4)138

Finally, the cumulative distance for each point could be considered as a factor to139

quantify the consistency between sequence A and B, which also could be used to140

examine the difference between temperature time series. The cumulative distance141

derived from DTW algorithm are used to compare the similarity of temperature142

sequences (STS), further to identify temperature sequences from which station pairs143

are better for estimating UHI intensities. Temperature sequences with smaller distance144

from DTW algorithm have better consistency in temperature variation. Therefore, the145

statistical characterization for STS is used here to distinguish station combinations,146

and it provides an efficient way in understanding the relationship of different climate147

record series. Here, DTW algorithm is programmed based on Python language to148



conduct the similarity analysis of temperature sequences.149

2.2 Meteorological stations selection for estimating UHI intensity150

This study collected air temperature sequences from 1987-2016 of 20151

meteorological stations in Beijing, which were released by China Meteorological152

Administrations (Figure 1). Beijing has experienced rapid urban expansion during last153

decades with its urbanization rate greater than 85% in 2019. Urbanization has already154

greatly altered the local climate. A more extensive observation network was155

established in Beijing to monitor urban environment and urban climate. The156

surroundings of those stations invaded by urban land will cause the rise of air157

temperature records in addition to regional climate warming (He et al. 2013),158

especially in rural stations. Therefore, it is hard to select the suitable urban or rural159

stations with stable local climate zone due to the inhomogeneous information from160

station relocation or instrument replacement (Yan et al. 2010). It is appropriate to161

evaluate the applicability of DTW algorithm across urban-rural transect in Beijing162

because of the abundance of observation data from meteorological stations of163

different kinds.164

We divided 20 stations into two groups urban and rural stations according to their165

location and land use information from National land use/cover datasets of China in166

2015 (Hu et al. 2015) (Table 1). Urban and rural stations have been usually defined by167

city population and their location. Remote sensing products, land use or night light168

information, was considered as the optimized way to identify station types. However,169

there are still difficulties or uncertainties in examining the representativeness of170

temporal change of temperature sequences by using land use information from the171

limited area of station surroundings, such as 1km×1km. Here, the similarity of of air172

temperature sequences derived from DTW algorithm is helpful to validate station173

types. Theoretically, stable urban or rural stations has the similar air temperature174

fluctuations or warming signals induced by climate background (He et al. 2013),175

which may cause lower DTW distances of a pair of stations. We calculated all the176

DTW distances for 20 stations to create matrix to examine their similarity of177

temperature series. Then, the cumulative probability distribution analysis for those178



distance information was used to analyze their agglomeration. The stations with179

higher agglomeration and lower DTW distance was examined and classified as typical180

urban and rural sites, which was considered as the most appropriate sites to examine181

UHI intensity.182

In order to further validate the UHI results from selected sites, the composite183

land surface temperature products (MYD11A2 and MOD11A2) from 2003-2016 were184

selected to estimate UHI intensity. Surface temperature from 4 times observation by185

Terra/Aqua-MODIS (local time 10:30 AM and 22:30 PM from Terra, 13:30 PM and186

01:30 AM from Aqua) illustrates surface radiation energy variation influenced by the187

daily insolation, which is correlated to daily mean air temperature observed in188

meteorological station. UHI sequences could be also derived from the land surface189

temperature difference between urban and rural surface. We examine the similarity of190

UHI sequences from satellite-based land surface temperature and air temperature.191

Then, we evaluate their difference of UHI intensity to further analyze which station192

combinations are better for urban climate effect estimation.193

3 Results and discussion194

3.1 The similarity analysis of air temperature sequences195

According to the station location and land use information from remote sensing196

images, we divided the 20 stations into two groups: urban stations (PG, CP, SY, MTG,197

SJS, HD, CY, TZ, BJ, FT, DX, FS) and rural stations (THK, SDZ, FYD, YQ, HR, MY,198

ZT, XYL) (Table 1). The 20 stations exhibit clear intra-group differences in local199

environment, such as altitude and surrounding land cover type. Some stations were200

relocated due to the rapid urbanization, such as about 2 times relocation happened in201

SY station, MTG station, SJS station, HD station, TZ station and FS station (Table 1).202

Therefore, we need to carefully identify whether they are suitable for the evaluation of203

urban climate effects. The distance calculated by DTW algorithm are quite different204

with the values ranged from 95.6-1560.1 according to the similarity analysis of air205

temperature sequences of 20 stations from 1987-2016 in Beijing (Figure 2). As a206

lower distance appeared in temporal sequences of higher similarity, STS among the207

same type of stations should be higher than that of different kinds of stations.208



However, 32% of station pairs among rural stations has lower STS with the DTW209

distance greater than 800, while no urban station pairs could reach to 800, especially210

larger difference appeared in those rural stations with higher elevation, such as FYD211

station (Table1 and Figure 2). This phenomenon indicated that rural stations has larger212

differences with each other, and we should pay more attention to the selection of213

typical rural station for urban climate analysis.214

According to the cumulative probability distribution analysis for STS results,215

lower values of the distance (less than 280) are concentrated at the left end of the216

horizontal axis, accounting for about 33% of all STS results (Figure 3), which217

indicates that local environment difference of each station would greatly alter218

temperature variation. We further analyzed the detailed pattern about STS results219

influenced by urbanization processes in last decades (Hu et al. 2015). Table 2 provide220

the detailed pattern about STS results among urban and rural stations with DTW221

distance less than 280 to validate whether it is suitable for typical stations222

identification by spatial coverage derived from remote sensing images. As expected,223

some traditional rural stations cannot capture the real rural temperature trend because224

of their high similarity to urban stations, such as DTW distance by 167.3 and 216.7225

for MY station versus PG station and HR station versus FS station, respectively. By226

contrast, traditional urban stations (BJ, CY, HD et al.,) still have high similarity with227

each other, even some of them experienced relocation during the study period. This228

phenomenon proved that stations in urban area have relative stable environment of229

local climate zone with large area impervious surface, while rapid urbanization230

mainly modified natural surroundings of rural stations. We also found that some rural231

stations at the remote area of the municipality can’t be considered as typical rural232

station, such as the lower similarity of FYD station with all other stations with the233

averaged distance by 1353.9±171.9. FYD station is located at the top of Foyeding234

mountain with an altitude of 1224.7m, and its temperature variation more closed to air235

temperature trend from the radiosonde profile at this level.236

3.2 Identification of typical urban and rural stations by DTW algorithm237

Meteorological stations may be influenced by urbanization with stations’238



surroundings invaded by city infrastructures, such as roads, factories and residential239

part of city, especially in developing countries(Jia et al. 2015). The uncertainties of240

temperature variation are usually from two aspects: 1) warming signals induced by241

urbanization process(Jia et al. 2015), and 2) the fluctuation or unhomogeneity of air242

temperature sequences resulted by station relocation(Yan et al. 2010). As its ability in243

analyzing the temporal similarity of data sequences, DTW algorithm is also useful for244

detecting unhomogeneous signals of air temperature sequences, further selecting245

typical stations in urban climate effect evaluation. According to the location, the246

numbers of station relocation, the altitude and land cover of site surroundings, we247

selected two stable sites, FT station and SDZ stations, as the referenced stations for248

typical urban and rural station identification and validation. First, we examined the249

similarity of FT/SDZ stations with other stations to identify possible unhomogeneous250

conditions of these temperature sequences (Figure 4). Except for the station251

combination of FT station versus PG station, higher similarity can be found among252

urban stations with the distance less than 200. PG station shouldn’t be considered as a253

typical urban station with the STS values by 404.3, meanwhile it is also relative far254

away from city limit of Beijing (Figure 1). SDZ station is a typical rural station that255

hasn’t undergone the relocation, and its temperature change has higher similarity with256

other rural stations, such as DTW distance by 264 and 180 for XYL station and ZT257

station, respectively. The STS analysis also suggests that FYD station, MY station and258

HR station aren’t appropriate to represent air temperature change in rural surface.259

According to the environmental evolution of urban station and rural station, we can260

conclude that urban stations have usually maintained its relative stable environment,261

while the surroundings of rural stations always experienced the dynamic change with262

the increased urbanization signals, especially those stations located at urban fringe.263

Urban land teleconnection analysis also suggests the traditional classification based264

on discrete categorize of a rural-urban dichotomy couldn’t meet the requirements of265

the continuum analysis for urban economy and sustainability(Yan et al. 2010).266

Therefore, the place-based conception for urban and rural station identification can’t267

fulfil the task for typical urban and rural station selection either. According to these268



STS results from FT station and SDZ station, we can further divide 20 stations into269

three groups: typical urban stations (FT, SY, HD, TZ, CY, CP, MTG, BJ, SJS, DX, FS),270

typical rural stations (ZT, SDZ, XYL), other stations (THK, YQ, PG, FYD, HR, MY).271

Here, other stations means that their air temperature change couldn’t represent typical272

characterization of local climate of urban or rural surface.273

In order to validate our classification results about typical urban and rural274

stations derived from FT station and SDZ station, we further analyze the STS between275

each station and our classification group, then examine the percentage of each station276

similar to our classification group using the distance threshold 280 (Figure 5). As277

expected, the percentage analysis showed the same patterns with our station278

classification results, such as the percentage of FT, SY, HD, TZ, CY, CP, MTG, BJ,279

SJS, DX, FS station similar to typical urban station reach to 81% and the percentage280

of ZT, SDZ, XYL station similar to typical urban station greater than 65%. Meanwhile,281

YQ, FYD, THK and MY station aren’t similar to neither urban station nor rural282

station, while only 36.4% results from HR station and 9.1% results from PG station283

are similar to urban station. Therefore, our classification for typical urban and rural284

station based on DTW algorithm is reasonable.285

3.3 Evaluation of UHI derived from selected stations286

3.3.1 Comparison of UHI from new station groups and traditional station groups287

We compared UHI derived from traditional station groups and new station288

groups from DTW algorithm to identify the difference of urban climate effect induced289

by station selection (Figure 6). Here, the typical mountain station, FYD station, was290

also used to examine UHI variation altered by its altitude. Generally, the comparison291

of UHI derived from different station combinations in Beijing indicated that292

traditional station groups will underestimate UHI effects. Averaged UHI effects293

derived from station groups by DTW algorithm reach 2.31±0.51℃, while they294

decrease to 1.07±0.57℃ by using traditional station groups. This phenomenon is295

probably caused by warming signals in rural stations induced by urbanization process,296

and the environment investigation by remote sensing images indicates that urban land297

has already accounted for about 50% and 38% of the surroundings of MY station and298



HR station. UHI effects derived from urban stations versus mountain station reach to299

7.13±0.79℃, higher than UHI effects than other two combinations, mainly because300

air temperature greatly decreased along rising altitude. UHI effects have been301

intensified among three station combinations from 1987-2016, and it increase by302

2.13℃/decade and 0.95℃/decade by new station groups and traditional station groups,303

respectively.304

3.3.2 Comparison of UHI from air temperature and satellite-based land surface305

temperature306

UHI is usually classified as surface urban heat island (SUHI), canopy urban heat307

island (CUHI) and boundary urban heat island (BUHI) according to their308

characterization in different layers of urban atmosphere (Hu et al. 2019; Yuan and309

Bauer 2007). SUHI can be derived from land surface temperature records, while310

CUHI is calculated by the difference between urban and rural temperature records.311

Annual SUHI and CUHI records from different mega-cities have similar trends and312

close magnitude (Hu et al. 2019). Meanwhile, surface temperature from large area of313

urban and rural surface are adopted in quantifying SUHI, which maintain more314

information than single stations. Figure 7 shows the relationship between air315

temperature and satellite-based land surface temperature from 2003-2016, and the316

result indicates that they have good consistency in temperature variation at urban and317

rural stations except for air temperature lower than land surface temperature about318

5℃. Land surface temperature variation mainly represent skin temperature, more319

controlled by the change of solar radiation. Land surface temperature records derived320

from remote sensing images usually capture the averaged temperature conditions of321

land surface with more spatial details.322

The SUHI from 2003-2016 was quantified by land surface temperature323

difference between urban and rural surface (Hu et al. 2019), then we examined the324

similarity between SUHI and CUHI sequences, and found that the similarity between325

SUHI sequences and CUHI from new station groups reach 81.94, which is less than326

that from SUHI versus CUHI from traditional station groups (113.76) and SUHI327

versus CUHI from mountain station (832.77). These results indicated that SUHI328



sequences has better similarity with CUHI calculated from new station groups than329

that derived from traditional station group. The difference between averaged SUHI330

and CUHI effects from 2003-2016 also shows that the minimum deviation (0.3℃)331

was found between SUHI and CUHI from new station groups, while this deviation332

increase to 1.02℃ for SUHI versus CUHI from traditional station groups, and the333

largest difference happened between SUHI and CUHI from mountain station by334

4.96℃. Those above results suggest that the temporal change and overall magnitude335

of UHI from new station groups identified by DTW algorithm more approach the336

SUHI results, which prove that new station group is helpful for UHI estimation. DTW337

algorithm may have special advantages in selecting the typical station groups for338

comparing UHI results across regions, especially for rapid urbanization regions. In339

these regions, urban fringe are considered as a transition zone from urban to rural area340

with highly interaction between urban expansion and rural activities, and it already341

became the fastest changing regions with their rapid land surface transformation. In342

fact, it is hard to exactly distinguish the border of suburban, urban fringe and rural343

area according to the urban-rural continuum characterization. Remote sensing images344

may provide exact spatial information. However, we may not sure whether345

meteorological stations have already experienced the transformation of station type346

because of the possible warming signals induced by urbanization process from near347

surface urban land (Hu et al. 2019). Thus, we think it is better for typical urban and348

rural station selection by considering spatial coverage information from remote349

sensing and temporal change information by DTW algorithm.350

4 Conclusion351

The dynamic time warping algorithm (DTW) was investigated in this study to352

improve the selection of urban and rural stations for UHI estimation. The similarity of353

temperature sequences (STS) was derived from air temperature sequences from354

1987-2016 of 20 meteorological stations in Beijing using DTW algorithm. Then, we355

analyzed the station combinations with high similarity of temperature sequences using356

the cumulative probability distribution analysis, further divided those station into357

three groups to identify typical urban stations (FT, SY, HD, TZ, CY, CP, MTG, BJ,358



SJS, DX, FS) and typical rural stations (ZT, SDZ, XYL). According to the STS359

analysis and validation by remote sensing images, new station groups for UHI360

estimation is reasonable. Meanwhile, this method is also helpful in detecting361

inhomogeneous signals of temperature sequences of traditional rural stations, and we362

found that PG station, MY station and HR station is not suitable for representing363

temperature conditions in rural surface any more because they have been influenced364

by urbanization. We also found that mountain stations, such as FYD station, have big365

differences with rural station and urban station, and they aren’t appropriate to analyze366

urban climate effect.367

Our study analyzed the bias in the selection of typical urban and rural stations,368

and the results proved that dynamic urbanization process also caused potential369

uncertainties for urban identification, especially for those station located at urban370

fringe experienced rapid urbanization. Therefore, DTW algorithm analysis for air371

temperature sequences may provide another simple way to investigate them to372

understand their representativeness. Another advantages of this method is less373

requirement for background information of meteorological stations. Therefore, it is374

more convenient for researchers to understand the stations situation in a new region,375

even in regional or global scale. Certainly, it also has some limitations or uncertainties376

when less samples of meteorological stations adopted in this algorithm, and we should377

know more background information for better understanding under this situation.378
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Figures

Figure 1

The location and surrouding land use type of meteorological stations in Beijing. Details about these
meteologcial stations can refer to Table 1. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the
material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 2

The distances derived from DTW algorithm for air temperature sequences from 1987-2016 of every pair
of station in Beijng.



Figure 3

The cumulative probability distribution for the distance values in analyzing the similarity of air
temperature sequences.



Figure 4

The DTW distance of air temperature sequences from 1987-2016 of the selected typical urban/rural
station with other stations in Beijing.



Figure 5

The percentage of each station similar to typical urban/rural stations derived from referenced station.

Figure 6

The comparison of UHI estimation from different station combinations in Beijing, including urban
stations vs rural stations by DTW, urban stations vs traditional rural stations, and urban stations vs



mountain station.

Figure 7

The relationship between land surface temperature (LST) and air temperature in typical urban stations
(a), typical rural stations (b) and other stations (c) in Beijing from 2003- 2016.
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